
Phoenix Prime encompasses brokerage, development 
management, architecture and an interior design  
practice with an international portfolio of crafted projects.  
Based out of Belgravia, London, Phoenix Prime creates  
exceptional building and interiors for a diverse range  
of retail, commercial and residential clients.

Established in 2013, the award-winning practice is widely 
recognised for its groundbreaking approach to luxury 
design, where a considered attitude to space and context 
results in outstanding architecture and interiors with  
an enduring quality of design. 

Phoenix Prime has delivered projects for clients across 
the world, ranging from retail and hospitality, to residential 
new build and renovation.



TAREQ ALKANDARI

Co Founder and Director of Phoenix Prime

Tareq AlKandari is a Co Founder and Director in all four companies within the group. 
He is an architect by training and has been in property development over the past 
20 years. Tareq’s experience spans all types of property including residential, retail, 
hospitality, commercial and multi use developments. He held many executive and 
leadership positions in publicly listed real estate companies. Projects he either initiated 
or completed were collectively valued in excess of £750 Million. The most notable of 
his projects is the Avenues Mall in Kuwait City, Kuwait valued at £300 Million.

Mathew Carlisle is the Co Founder and Creative Director of Carlisle Design Studio. 
Matthew’s unique experience encompasses architecture, all aspects of interior design 
from international; homes world class developments, hospitality projects and yachts, 
through to furniture, lighting product and accessory design. Prior to cofounding 
Carlisle Design Studio Matthew was at Candy & Candy group for over years having 
joined almost at their inception and acting as Creative Director for over 12 years 
simultaneously leading multiple design teams on over 200 world class projects and 
developments. 

MATTHEW CARLISLE

Co Founder and Director of Carlisle Design Studio and Talisman Architcture
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